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Introduction 
 
Course entry codes provide a means for a student to register for classes that require instructor 
permission or to override course prerequisites. Entry codes are defined by the following 
characteristics:  

• Use of entry codes is optional.  
• Entry codes are restricted to permission only or pre-requisite defined courses.  
• Entry codes are built on a quarterly basis at the course or course identification level (with 

or without a suffix), therefore, an entry code can be valid for more than one class 
section.  

• Entry codes are five digits in length and randomly generated by a batch or on-line 
process.  

• Entry codes generated are unique within a year/quarter.  
• Entry codes only override the special permission or prerequisite status of a class. All 

other student and class edits (e.g., class closures) must be passed in order for a student 
to enroll in a class.  

• Entry codes are not attached to individual students until the code is used to enroll in a 
class. Once used, the entry code cannot be used by another student.  

• If entry codes are used for web registration, they should also be required to be used with 
in-person registration using the Registration screen (SM700A).  

Building and Using Course Entry Codes  
 
The course entry code process is an optional feature which is used for both on-line and web 
registration. The steps for building and using course entry codes are as follows: 

1. Build course entry codes for specific courses using job IS1230J, Build Course Entry 
Codes, or using the Course Entry Code Screen (IS1022).  

2. Produce entry code rosters or labels using job IS1231J, Course Entry Code 
Rosters/Labels.  

3. Distribute the rosters/labels to faculty and/or the appropriate personnel to release 
entry codes to students.  

4. Entry codes are used with an item number for enrollment in a class. Registration 
personnel enter course entry codes with item numbers for on-line registration or 
students enter course entry codes for web registration.  

5. View course entry codes and their status using the Course Entry Code Screen 
(IS1022).  

6. Purge entry codes for a specific quarter using job IS1232J, Course Entry Code 
Purge.  

Refer to sections in this document for more detailed instructions for each step. 

Building Course Entry Codes  

Courses that Use Entry Codes 
 
Course entry codes can be built for special permission classes or to override prerequisite 
requirements.  



Special Permission Classes 
Course entry codes can be built for permission-only classes. Classes are designated as 
permission-only by entering P in section status 1 on the class record. When the batch process 
to build course entry codes is run, courses with a P in section status 1 on the class record are 
selected. 
 
Prerequisite Override 
Course entry codes can be built to override prerequisite requirements for a specific course. 
Courses must have Y in the RQSIT-ENTR-OVRD field on the Requisite Sets screen (CM4002) 
to be assigned entry codes. When the batch process to build course entry codes is run, only 
courses with a Y in this field are selected. 

Only courses flagged by either of these methods are assigned entry codes. Entry codes can be 
built using the following methods: 

• Batch Process Entry Code Assignment  
• On-Line Screen Entry Code Assignment  

Batch Process Entry Code Assignment  
 
Course entry codes are built based on course identification and are assigned using the job 
IS1230J, Build Course Entry Codes. The following features are available with this job process: 

Courses Extracted for Assignment 
To assign entry codes to courses, classes associated with the selected courses must be 
identified as permission only (section status 1 = P) or have prerequisites that can be overridden 
with an entry code (RQSIT-ENTR-OVRD = Y). Entry codes can be built for all classes that are 
identified in this manner, or for selected courses.  

To build entry codes for specific courses, enter the course identifiers (with or without the suffix) 
in job parameters IS1230-COURSE-1 through IS1230-COURSE-3. Separate each course with a 
comma. The @ can be used as a wild card selection, for example, MATH 1@,BIOL 11@. 

Because entry code assignment can be selected at the class level, it is possible to require entry 
codes for one class and not another, although the classes have the same course ID. If a student 
attempts to register for a class that does not require an entry code, but is identified as 
permission only, the student will receive a message indicating the student must have permission 
from the instructor to register for the class.  

Course/Course ID Assignment Level 
The process assigns course entry codes at the course level with or without the suffix, e.g., Math 
101 or Math 101A; therefore it is possible that an individual entry code can be valid for more 
than one class. For example, if 100 entry codes are built for Math 124, and three sections of 
Math 124 are offered for the quarter, any of the 100 entry codes could be used to enroll in any 
of the three class sections.  

Course levels are assigned using parameter IS1230-OPT. If the course level (without a suffix) is 
selected (IS1230-OPT = 3) the course number suffix is ignored when entry codes are assigned. 
For example, if entry codes are built for BIOL 101, each code assigned can be used to enroll in 
either BIOL 101, BIOL 101L, or BIOL 101D. 



If the course level (with a suffix) is selected (IS1230-OPT = 4), the course number suffix is 
retained when entry codes are assigned. Using the example above, the process would be 
scheduled to assign entry codes to each, BIOL 101, BIOL 101L, and BIOL 101D individually. In 
this situation, entry codes for BIOL 101 and BIOL 101L could not be used to enroll in BIOL 101D 
and vice-versa. 

Number of Entry Codes Built 
Entry codes are five digits in length and are randomly generated. Codes are not duplicated 
within a quarter; therefore, an individual entry code is only associated with one course ID. The 
number of entry codes assigned to a course ID depends on the following:  

1. The total open class seats of all sections of the course offered for the specific quarter.  
 

2. The number of excess codes to be assigned for each class (if any) indicated on job 
scheduling parameter IS1230-XCESS. For example, three GEOL 101 classes are 
offered, each with a capacity of 30 with no enrollments. The excess number of codes 
selected is 10. The total number of entry codes built is 120, which is the total of open 
seats (90) in the three classes plus the excess seats (30) for each class. If the 
parameter is left blank, the number of entry codes built is based on the total number of 
open seats.  

The number of entry codes can also be controlled by entering an item number range when 
scheduling IS1230J. If an item number range is entered, only enough entry codes will be 
generated for the sections of courses included in the item number ranges. Note: If you enter 
item number ranges, you must also enter the same item number ranges when scheduling 
the Course Entry Code Rosters/Labels job (IS1231J). If the same item number ranges are not 
entered, the number of entry codes built will be spread among all of the sections. 

If a class is part of a class cluster, the number of entry codes built is equal to the number of 
cluster open seats or class open seats whichever is less. The same cluster capacity will not be 
counted twice for a single course ID assignment level. 

Rerunning the Process 
It may be necessary to rerun IS1230J due to changes or additions to the class schedule after 
original entry codes are generated. If entry code rosters or labels have not yet been distributed 
to staff or released to students, you can purge the entry codes for all or selected courses and 
completely rerun the process. Refer to the section titled Purging Course Entry Codes for more 
information about purging entry codes. 

If entry code rosters or labels have already been printed and codes have been released to 
students, additional entry codes can be added by rerunning IS1230J for the specific courses. 
Additional codes can also be added to a particular course ID by using the Course Entry Code 
Screen. 

Online Entry Code Assignment  
 
It may be necessary to assign course entry codes using the Course Entry Code Screen 
(IS1022). 



IS1022-001                    COURSE ENTRY CODE                YRQ [    ] 
  
          Dept Div/Course Num [     ] [    ]                            
  
              Total Entry Codes Built:  [   ]  Unassigned:  [   ]  
  
 Entry                                           Class    Trans   
 Codes   Stat      SID       Student Name       Itm Num   Date   User ID 
  
                                                                                   
                                                                                 
  
Number of Entry Codes to ADD:[  ] Sort by Entry Code [ ] Student Name [ ] 
         Course Number Level:  [ ]  
                                                                                 
      9000:Enter the key data; press the appropriate function key                

 

The Course Entry Code Screen (IS1022) allows you to establish entry codes for a specific 
course/course ID. The following can be performed on this screen: 

• Display available and used entry codes for a course/course ID for a specific 
year/quarter. Sort by entry code or student name.  

• Display all classes associated with the course/course ID for which entry codes are 
assigned.  

• Add a selected number of entry codes to a course/course ID.  
• Change the status of a specific entry code.  

To assign entry codes using the Course Entry Code Screen, perform the following steps: 

• Enter the appropriate year/quarter and course ID (with or without the suffix) in the YRQ 
and Dept Div/Course Num fields.  

• Enter the number of entry codes you want to assign in the Number of Entry Codes field.  
• Enter the appropriate course number level in the Course Number Level field.  
• Enter 3 to assign entry codes at the course level (without suffix, e.g., Math 101).  
• Enter 4 to assign entry codes at the course level (with suffix, e.g., Math 101a).  
• Press [F1] ADD.  

Once entry codes have been assigned using the course Entry Code Screen, rosters or labels 
can be printed. See below for more information about printing rosters and labels. 

Listing Classes with Entry Codes  
 
To list all classes associated with a course for which entry codes are assigned or can be used to 
enroll, press [F3] LIST CLASSES.  

  



Fields on the Course Entry Code Screen 

Field Definition 

YRQ (Year/Quarter) A 4-digit code identifying the year/quarter. 

Dept/Div 
(Department/Division) 

A 5-character field for the department/division abbreviation of the course. 

Course Num (Course 
Number) 

A 4-character field for the course number of the class. The fourth position is a suffix. 

(Course Title) A 24-character field that displays the course title. 

Total Entry Codes Built A 3-digit field that displays the number of entry codes built for the course/course ID. 

Unassigned A 3-digit field that displays the number of available entry codes that have not been 
used by students. 

Entry Codes A 5-digit field that displays the entry code. 

Stat (Status) A 1-character field for the status of the entry code. Valid codes are: 
        Blank         Entry code built; unassigned 
        P               Class roster or label printed 
        U               Used by a student to register 
        D               Deactivated 

SID  
(Student Identification 
Number) 

A 9-character field that displays the student's identification number for which the 
entry code was used. 

Student Name A 22-character field that displays the student's name. 

Class Itm Num  
(Class Item Number) 

A 4-character field that displays the item number of the class for which the entry 
code was used. 

Trans Date  
(Transaction Date) 

An 8-digit field that displays the date on which the entry code registration 
transaction occurred. 

User ID  
(User Identification) 

An 8-character field that displays the user ID of the person that was logged on when 
the transaction was entered.  

Number of Entry codes to 
Add 

A 3-digit field to indicate the number of entry codes to be added for the 
course/course ID 

Sort by Entry Code A 1-character field to sort the screen display by entry code. (Default sort). Any 
character on the keyboard can be entered in this field. 

Student Name A 1-character field to sort the screen display by student name. Any character on the 
keyboard can be entered in this field. 

Course Number Level A 1-digit field to identify the course number level when assigning course entry codes 
to the course. Valid entries are: 
   3   Course level (e.g., Math 101)   
   4   Course ID level (e.g., Math 101a) 

 



Fields on the Course Entry Code Screen when in “LIST” mode 

Fields  Definition 

YRQ (Year/Quarter) A 4-digit code identifying the specific year/quarter. 

Dept/Div 
(Department/Division) 

A 5-character field that displays the department/division abbreviation of the course. 

Course Num (Course 
Number) 

A 4-character field that displays the course number of the course. The fourth 
position is a suffix. 

(Course Title) A 24-character field that displays the course title. 

Class Item Num (Class Item 
Number) 

A 4-character field that identifies the classes associated with the course/course ID. 

Dept Div 
(Department/Division) 

A 5-character field that displays the department/division abbreviation for the class. 

Course Num (Course 
Number) 

A 4-character field that displays the course number of the class. The fourth position 
is a suffix. 

Sect (Section) A 3-character field that displays the section of the class. 

Sect Stat (Section Status) A 4-character field that displays the codes identifying the processing options for the 
class. 

Class Capacity A 3-digit field that displays the seating capacity of the class. If the class is part of a 
cluster and the class capacity is zero, the cluster capacity will display. 

Enrolled A 3-digit field that displays the current enrollment of the class. 

Open Seats A 3-digit field that displays the current number of available (open) seats in the 
class. 

 

 

Producing Course Entry Code Rosters/Labels  
 
Once entry codes are built, class rosters and/or labels can be produced using the job IS1231J, 
Course Entry Code Rosters/Labels. 
 

Classes Extracted 
 
IS1231J produces entry code rosters and labels for classes identified as permission only or 
classes with prerequisites that can be overridden with an entry code. To select specific courses 
within this extract group, use the following parameters: 
 
Enter the Course ID (with or without the suffix) in parameters IS1231-COURSE-1 through 
IS1231-COURSE-3 to produce entry code rosters or labels for specific courses. Separate each 
course with a comma. The @ symbol can be used as a wild card selection. For example, Math 
1@,ENGL 101,BIOL 111L. 



 
If item number ranges were entered when the job IS1230J, Build Course Entry Codes was 
scheduled, you must also enter the same item number ranges when scheduling the roster/label 
job (IS1231J).  

Course Entry Code Rosters  
 
Course entry code rosters are used to identify and record distribution of entry codes to students. 
The following information is included on the roster: 
 

• Course department/division and number  
• Entry codes assigned to the course  
• Space for manual entry of student name and ID  
 

As entry codes are distributed to students, the name and identification number is written next to 
the appropriate entry code to indicate that the entry code has been distributed. 
 

 
    TUE, JUN 10, 2003,  2:13 PM 160    WASHINGTON COMM COLLEGE         PAGE      186 
                                COURSE ENTRY CODE ROSTER              REPORT IS1231A 
    REPORT PERIOD:  A233 - WTR QTR 03                                         VER009 
    DEPT/DIV:  BIOL       COURSE NUMBER: 232    MICROBIOLOGY 
         DEPT/ CRS       SECT                         STRT  DAYS OF  CLUST 
    ITM  DIV   NUM  SECT STAT  INSTR NAME  BLDG/ROOM  TIME    WEEK    ID  CAP   ENR 
    ____ __________ ____ ____ ____________ _________ ______ ________ ____ ___   ___ 
 
    5638 BIOL  232  01   P    SHEAN M      004 G108  06:35P TTh            24     0 
            ENTRY    TRANSACTION 
            CODES       DATE              STUDENT NAME               SID 
            _____    ___________    _________________________    ___________ 
            56858     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            57523     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            57614     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            63536     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            64680     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            70499     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            78051     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            79086     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            79354     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            80444     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            86267     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            87176     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            88245     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            88596     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            88707     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            90937     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            93170     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            97525     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
            97812     06/10/03      _________________________    ___________ 
    ^ Cluster Capacity              TOTAL ENTRY CODES TO ASSIGN:      44 
 

Print Options 
 
Three print formats are available for the course entry code rosters: 



• One page per class. Entry codes associated with the course are distributed and printed 
for each class. Since entry codes are not linked to a specific class until used, the 
process determines the number of entry codes to print per class based on open seats. 
Entry codes are printed in entry code order. This option can be used if entry code 
assignments are controlled by the instructor of the class. 

• List all entry codes per course. All classes associated with the course are listed at the 
beginning of each page, followed by all entry codes associated with the course. 

• List all entry codes per course with a selected number of entry codes per page. All 
classes associated with the course are listed at the beginning of each page, followed by 
the selected number of entry codes associated with the course.  

Printing Used Entry Codes 
 
To produce a roster of entry codes that have already been used by students, enter print option 4 
in the parameter IS1231-PRT-OPT for the job IS1231J, Course Entry Code Rosters/Labels. 
Only used entry codes are printed on this report with the associated class for which the student 
enrolled using the code. 

Reprinting Entry Code Rosters 
 
IS1231J prints all entry codes that have not been used, deactivated or already printed. 
Normally, entry codes that have already been printed are not reprinted to avoid distributing the 
same entry codes to more than one student for the quarter. To print entry codes that have 
already been printed by this job, set job parameter REPRINT-IND to Y. 

An entry code transaction date can also be selected by entering a specific date in job parameter 
IS1231-DATE. Transaction date is updated when the entry code is created, printed, used or 
deactivated. As an example, this parameter might be used to reprint rosters that were printed on 
a specific date and lost. 

Course Entry Code Labels 
 
Course entry code labels can be printed in addition to or in place of entry code rosters. Course 
entry code labels provide an easy method of distributing entry codes to students. The process 
uses standard 3½ inch 1-up or 3-up labels. The following information is included on the label: 

• Course department/division and number  
• Entry code assigned to the course  
• Space to enter item number and section of the class for which the student has been 

advised to register.  

The label is given to the student to use to register on-line or through web registration. 

 

 

 

 



  ********************************************** 
  *                   BA    101                * 
  ********************************************** 
    BA    101        SECT: _______ 
    A233      ITEM NUMBER: _______  WTR QTR 03 
               ENTRY CODE: 10951 
 
    BA    101        SECT: _______ 
    A233      ITEM NUMBER: _______  WTR QTR 03 
               ENTRY CODE: 12056 
 
    BA    101        SECT: _______ 
    A233      ITEM NUMBER: _______  WTR QTR 03 
               ENTRY CODE: 18504 
 
    BA    101        SECT: _______ 
    A233      ITEM NUMBER: _______  WTR QTR 03 
               ENTRY CODE: 21309 
  
    BA    101        SECT: _______ 
    A233      ITEM NUMBER: _______  WTR QTR 03 
               ENTRY CODE: 24764 
 
    BA    101        SECT: _______ 
    A233      ITEM NUMBER: _______  WTR QTR 03 
               ENTRY CODE: 26183 
 
    BA    101        SECT: _______ 
    A233      ITEM NUMBER: _______  WTR QTR 03 
               ENTRY CODE: 26252 
 
    BA    101        SECT: _______ 
    A233      ITEM NUMBER: _______  WTR QTR 03 
               ENTRY CODE: 28382 
 
    BA    101        SECT: _______ 
    A233      ITEM NUMBER: _______  WTR QTR 03 
               ENTRY CODE: 28514 
 
    BA    101        SECT: _______ 
    A233      ITEM NUMBER: _______  WTR QTR 03 
               ENTRY CODE: 28910 
 
    BA    101        SECT: _______ 
    A233      ITEM NUMBER: _______  WTR QTR 03 
               ENTRY CODE: 29559 
 
    BA    101        SECT: _______ 
    A233      ITEM NUMBER: _______  WTR QTR 03 
               ENTRY CODE: 29697 

 

 

 

 



Releasing Course Entry Codes  
 
Instructors, advisors, department secretaries, or other college personnel release entry codes to 
qualified students. Student entry code assignments are not recorded in the system until a 
student enrolls in a class using the entry code. Therefore, personnel distributing entry codes are 
responsible for keeping track of entry codes that have been assigned. Course entry code 
rosters can be used to manually record student name and identification number against each 
entry code distributed. 

Once a student enrolls in a class using an entry code, the entry code is associated with that 
student and will reflect the student's name and identification number on the Course Entry Code 
Screen. Once a student uses an entry code, it cannot be used again by another student. The 
student associated with the entry code can withdraw from one section of a course and re-enroll 
in another section of the same course using the same entry code. 

Registering For Classes With Course Entry Codes 
 
When an entry code is used to register a student for a class, the following edits are performed: 

• The class is permission only or has a prerequisite that can be overridden using an entry 
code.  

• The entry code is five digits in length.  
• The entry code must be a valid entry code and must be associated with the course for 

which the student is registering.  
• The entry code has not been used by another student.  
• The entry code has not been deactivated.  

After a class is added using an entry code, the class and student information display on the 
Course Entry Code Screen next to the used entry code. The entry code status is changed to U 
(used). 

Web Registration  
 
When a student registers for a course that requires permission or has prerequisites that can be 
overridden, a message informs the student that an entry code is required and a field appears 
that the student uses to submit the code. The student enters the valid entry codes and clicks the 
Submit Entry Codes button: 

 

 

 



Online Registration (SM700A)  
 
If entry codes are required for web registration, they should also be required for in-person 
registration. To register, a student presents an entry code and item number to a registration staff 
person, who then enters both in the transaction line of the Registration Screen (SM700A). 

To register online for a class requiring an entry code, the sub-operand > (greater-than sign) is 
used, followed by the five digit entry code. For example, to register a student into class item 
number 1159 with entry code 65092, enter the following on the transaction line of the 
Registration screen (SM700A): 1159>65092 

Other Registration Transactions 
 
Other transactions that can occur at the time of registration must be completed in a separate 
transaction after the student has been enrolled in the class requiring an entry code. These 
transactions include registering for a class as an audit, registering for a variable credit class for 
less than the maximum credit amount, or applying a class fee pay status override.  

Reviewing Course Entry Codes 
 

Entry Code Statuses 
 
The status of any entry code can be viewed using the Course Entry Code Screen (IS1022). The 
following table describes each entry code status and its description. 

Status  Description 

Blank Entry code built 

P Rosters or labels printed 

U Used by student to register 

D Deactivated 

 
Entry codes and their statuses are reviewed by course (with or without the suffix). The screen 
provides these features: 

Display Entry Codes 
 
An inquiry function displays all entry codes assigned to a course for a selected quarter. The 
entry code list can be displayed in entry code or student name order (student name displays 
after the entry code is used to enroll in the course). Information displayed includes:  

• Entry code date (last update)  
• Student name  
• Student ID  
• Class item number  



List Classes 
 
A list function displays all classes associated with the specific course. All classes identified as 
permission only or classes with prerequisites identified as an entry code override are displayed.  

Add Entry Codes 
 
An add function assigns additional entry codes for a specific course or course identification. 
Entry codes are randomly generated and listed on the screen. The status for each screen-
generated entry code is established as blank.  

Deactivate Entry Codes 
 
A deactivate function allows users to "disable" a specific entry code. The status for each 
deactivated entry code is changed to "D". Once a code is deactivated, a student may no longer 
use the code to register for a class. The entry code is not deleted from the file.  

Entry codes are also recorded in the registration activity file when a student enrolls in a class. 
This information is not available on the registration activity screens or reports, however, can be 
extracted using ad-hoc reporting tools. 

Purging Course Entry Codes 
 
To purge entry codes for a quarter, run the job IS1232J, Course Entry Code Purge. All or 
selected courses can be purged. This process would normally be run: 

• After registration is complete for a specified quarter.  
• To remove and rebuild entry codes for all or selected courses for a specified quarter.  

Desktop Publishing Additions for Course Entry Codes 
 
Footnote code $016, is used to identify classes which require entry codes. This code appears 
on the following printed schedules: 

  IS1105 J Formatted Course Schedule Announcement  

  IS1106 J Formatted Course Schedule Announcement  

  IS1113 J Desktop Class Schedule  

  IS1114 J Desktop Printed Class Schedule  

 
Footnote code $016, prints a message for classes that are coded as permission only (section 
status 1 = P) or courses for which prerequisites can be overridden with an entry code (RQSIT 
ENTRY OVRD="Y"). Because this footnote simply identifies classes using the criteria to assign 
entry codes, the entry code build process (IS1230J) does not have to run prior to running any of 
the course or class schedule announcement processes. 

 



Reports IS1105 and IS1106 automatically print footnote message $016 for appropriate classes, 
however, IS1113 and IS1114 do not. To print footnote message $016 for these reports, include 
data code 57 in job parameters DATA-ITEM-LN1 through DATA-ITEM-LN6. 

Accessing Course Entry Codes 
 
Course entry codes can be found in the COURSE-ENTR-D data set in the SM database. The 
following elements are stored in the COURSE-ENTR-D dataset: 

  ENTR-CD-QTR CLASS-ID  

  COURSE-QTR ENTR-CD-DATE  

  ENTR-CD-STAT USER-ID  

  SID YRQ  

For purposes of security, the COURSE-ENTR-D dataset is not displayed when the SM 
database is accessed through DataExpress using the college's assigned read password. To 
access the course entry code dataset, a different read password must be used. This password, 
which should only be distributed to authorized personnel, allows access to dataset COURSE-
ENTR-D as well as other data sets in SM. 
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